Report for Industrial Meet on 13th June 2018
 Industrial meet was inaugurated in time by welcoming all the dignitaries on the dais, by
Dr. Gautam V. Mistry & Mrs. Aparna J. Tailor, which was followed by floral felicitation
by Principal sir and lamp lighting to receive the blessings of almighty.
 Respected Principal sir gave welcome speech to all the dignitaries and the industrial
invitees. Sir also discussed about result statistics, need for placement of students and also
focused on Industries and their significance.
 It was then followed by felicitation of invited guests for felicitation with memento as a
token of our gratitude.
 Further, various invitees from Industries were then requested to come forward and give
their opinions and suggestions for placement of college students.
 K. S. Reddy sir, President, Sanatan Industries, initiated the process of industry interactions.
Sir suggested that college should provide detailed information about the college intake
capacity, infrastructure details, staff details, course details etc. He suggested that college
should mail this information to all the nearby industries, so that industry can contact the
college as per their requirement.
o He also discussed in brief about various departments functioning at his place such
as Chemistry, Biochemistry, Microbiology, Environmental Science etc.
o For students, he motivated them by emphasizing on hard work and dedication,
which are the prime requirement for a successful career.
o His interaction also focused on taking the right advantage of opportunity at right
time. Reminding about Louis Pasteur quote, “Opportunity favors prepared minds
only.”
 Next industrial invitee who interacted was Shri J. K. Verma from Rainbow Pigments. He
focused on the fact that he is in immediate requirement of B. Sc. students. He also informed
students that transportation facilities are also provided by the company for the employees.
 Shri Sureshkumar Mishra, Director, Alpha Global Placement solutions, was the next to
interact with us. He informed us regarding various vacancies in Science and Commerce
faculties.
o B. Sc. Microbiology, B. Sc. Chemistry and B. Com. Tally students can get the
placements.

o He also informed that his firm is in contact with range of industries and the staff
and details are readily available.
 Shri Chandrakant Kathawala sir, Ex-President FIA, also interacted with us. He focused on
skill development courses suggested will be taken into consideration.
 Shri Ajit Yadav, President FIA, has appreciated our college efforts for organizing such an
event. He also mentioned that such events should be organized so that Academicians and
Industrialists can share common platform and serve society in a better way. We are highly
thankful to sir for appreciating us.
 Shri Karanjeet Vadodaria sir, Chief Guest of the event, motivated our students to handle
the competition and overpower one’s own limitations. He also mentioned that be selfmotivated and go ahead to shape your career. He deliberately pointed towards excessive
use of NET for gathering “information”, which is very different from “knowledge”.
 Further, faculty members of the college were invited to share their views if any. Dr. Sony
Amrendra, Assistant Professor (Chemistry), suggested that Industries should provide
summer and winter internships to our students as per their subjects and resources available.
She also pointed that there has to be Industry-Academia Collaborations for better
absorption of students in industry and skill based career development of the students.
 Finally, Shelke sir mentioned that various industries and FIA already have soft skill
development programs running. College students can get benefit from these courses and
shape their career accordingly.
 The program then ended with summary of the program followed by Vote of thanks given
by Mrs. Aparna Jitesh Tailor.

